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NATURAL POWER AND KEYSTONE ENGINEERING ESTABLISH OFFSHORE WIND PARTNERSHIP 

[MANDEVILLE, Louisiana]- Leading renewable energy consultancy and service provider, Natural Power; and Keystone Engineering, the 
pioneer offshore wind engineering firm in the US, have agreed to an official partnership to pursue and collaborate on technical consulting 
and advisory business opportunities in the U.S. offshore wind market.  

The partnership will enable both parties to benefit from each other’s experience and expertise, and collectively ensures an even broader 
level of qualification for provision of services to project developers and investors alike.   

Jim Adams, Natural Power’s President of North American operations, said: “At Natural Power, we’re well-suited to support utility-scale offshore 
wind projects with our track record in the successful delivery of due diligence and experience in technical analysis. Coupled with Keystone’s 
knowledge and expertise in offshore wind foundation and structure design, development and construction, we have the basis for a really 
strong partnership to serve the needs of the market.” 

Keystone and Natural Power will be able to collaboratively offer a wider range of technical services to offshore wind clients, including but 
not limited to: desktop review and feasibility studies, site and technology selection support, resource characterization and energy yield 
estimation, owner’s engineering services, front end engineering and design, lenders technical advisory services, M&A due diligence, 
Independent Engineering, as well as federal and state permitting support.  

Adam Rogge, Keystone Engineering’s CEO said: “Keystone Engineering has been engaged in the international offshore wind market for 
nearly 20 years and from the early days of Cape Wind in the US. Keystone spearheaded the engineering development of the offshore wind 
industry in the US and designed the foundations for Block Island Wind farm. Now that offshore wind has finally come to fruition in the US, we 
are excited to partner with Natural Power in providing a wider array of services and helping clients to minimize contractor interfaces.” 

Natural Power recently reported delivering technical advisory services on more than 100GW of renewable energy projects in North America 
with 2021 being the firm’s biggest year to date. From its three US offices in New York, Seattle and the Denver area, the team supports a range 
of clients including institutional investors and banks, developers, asset owners, power producers and utilities, as well as government 
organizations, delivering services throughout the region and beyond. 

Keystone Engineering has unparalleled experience in the US offshore wind industry having worked on nearly every advanced-stage US 
offshore wind project to-date in addition to technology demonstration projects in Europe. Keystone’s extensive experience with US regulations 
and CVA interface along with providing innovative engineering solutions provide a key advantage in the development, pre-FEED, detailed 
design, and construction support stages of offshore windfarms by focusing on constructability, efficiency, and reduced CAPEX and OPEX. 

### 

 
About Natural Power 
Natural Power is an independent consultancy and service provider that supports a global client base in the effective delivery of a wide range 
of renewable projects including onshore wind, solar, renewable heat, energy storage and offshore technologies.  It has a global reach, 
employing more than 400 staff across 14 international offices.  Its experience extends across all phases of the project lifecycle from initial 
feasibility, through construction to operations and throughout all stages of the transaction cycle. 

www.naturalpower.com   
www.linkedin.com/company/natural-power   

www.twitter.com/Natural_Power  
www.instagram.com/naturalpowerrenewables  

 

About Keystone  
Keystone Engineering has provided multi-discipline engineering and design support for the energy sector for over 30 years and projects 
ranging anywhere from $50,000 to over $500MM in total installed cost. With nearly 400 staff and more than 65 licensed professional engineers 
across its 7 offices in the US, Keystone provides design expertise in all energy aspects. Keystone Engineering Inc. has a proven record of 
supporting US offshore wind clients from the structural concept design through detailed design, fabrication, installation, inspection, and 
monitoring. Keystone’s 20+ years of experience in the offshore wind industry and US supply chain are crucial to providing implementable and 
novel solutions to clients throughout the full lifecycle of offshore wind structures.  
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